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Abstract An approach for the efficient implementation of

RNn
m symmetry-based pulse schemes that are often

employed for recoupling and decoupling of nuclear spin

interactions in biological solid state NMR investigations is

demonstrated at high magic-angle spinning frequencies. RF

pulse sequences belonging to the RNn
m symmetry involve

the repeated application of the pulse sandwich {R/R-/},

corresponding to a propagator URF = exp(-i4/Iz), where

/ = pm/N and R is typically a pulse that rotates the nuclear

spins through 180� about the x-axis. In this study, broad-

band, phase-modulated 180� pulses of constant amplitude

were employed as the initial ‘R’ element and the phase-

modulation profile of this ‘R’ element was numerically

optimised for generating RNn
m symmetry-based pulse

schemes with satisfactory magnetisation transfer charac-

teristics. At representative MAS frequencies, RF pulse

sequences were implemented for achieving 13C–13C dou-

ble-quantum dipolar recoupling and through bond scalar

coupling mediated chemical shift correlation and evaluated

via numerical simulations and experimental measurements.

The results from these investigations are presented here.

Keywords MAS � Solid state NMR � Chemical shift

correlation � Symmetry-based RF pulse schemes

Introduction

Magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid state NMR is emerging

as an important tool for the structural characterisation of

isotopically labelled biological systems. Although dipolar

interactions between low c nuclei are typically averaged

out under MAS conditions, a variety of techniques have

been reported for inhibiting the spatial averaging of weak

dipolar couplings (Bennett et al. 1994; Griffin 1998; Du-

sold and Sebald 2000; Baldus 2002). This opened up the

possibilities for achieving resonance assignments and the

extraction of structural constraints such as internuclear

distances and torsion angles. In addition to through-space

dipolar-driven 13C–13C correlation experiments, through-

bond scalar-coupling mediated MAS chemical shift corre-

lation spectroscopy (TOBSY) (Baldus and Meier 1996;

Heindrichs et al. 2001; Chan and Brunklaus 2001; Hardy

et al. 2003; Leppert et al. 2004; Riedel et al. 2007) has also

been found to be useful in solid state NMR structural

studies of biological systems (Agarwal and Reif 2008;

Detken et al. 2001). For the recoupling and decoupling of

nuclear spin interactions in rotating solids and for achiev-

ing the evolution of the spins under the average Hamilto-

nian of interest, a symmetry-based approach has been

developed by Levitt and co-workers (Carravetta et al. 2000;

Levitt 2002). This makes use of the rotational properties of

the nuclear spin interactions and involves the application of

rotor-synchronised RF pulse sequences. Two classes of

symmetry-based pulse sequences, denoted as CNn
m and

RNn
m, have been introduced till date. The CNn

m class of RF
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pulse scheme involves the application of a basic element

‘‘C’’ corresponding to an RF cycle with unity propagator

URF (sc) = ±1. N such cycles are applied over n rotor

periods sr. Successive C elements are incremented in phase

by m2p/N. RNn
m symmetry-based sequences, which are of

interest in this study, involve the application of the pulse

sandwich {R/R-/}, corresponding to a propagator

URF = exp(-i4/Iz), where / = pm/N and R is typically a

pulse that rotates the nuclear spins through 180� about the

x-axis. The pulse sandwich {R/R-/} is repeated N/2 times

over n rotor periods so as to form an RF cycle with unity

propagator URF (sc) = ±1. N, n and m are all integers and

appropriate values for these are chosen, via the selection

rules for CNn
m and RNn

m symmetry, to generate the desired

average Hamiltonian.

Symmetry-based RF pulse sequences have found a

variety of applications in MAS NMR studies of biological

systems and at any given MAS frequency it is possible to

employ different RNn
m symmetries for generating the

desired average Hamiltonian (Levitt 2002). For example,

symmetries such as R1816
-8, R1816

1 , R1814
2 , R1614

1 , R308
-4,

R142
6 and R2018

-9 are available for achieving CSA com-

pensated c-encoded homonuclear DQ dipolar recoupling

(Carravetta et al. 2001; Kristiansen et al. 2002). The per-

formance of RNn
m symmetry-based schemes critically

depends on the choice of ‘‘R’’ and R elements such as {(p/

2)0(3p/2)p}, (p)0 and {(p/3)0(5p/3)p(p/3)0} are commonly

employed in implementing RNn
m class of sequences. One of

the difficulties with symmetry-based RF pulse schemes

based on conventional rectangular RF pulses, however, is

that the RF field strength requirement is related to the

spinning speed. This can result in a situation where the RF

field strength needed can become either too large that is

beyond the hardware limits or too small that would lead to

poor performance over a large bandwidth. Additionally, it

is also possible that even when the RF field strength

requirement can be satisfactorily met, the performance of

the symmetry under consideration may not be satisfactory

(Kristiansen et al. 2002). Such difficulties impeding the

wider application of symmetry-based RF pulse schemes in

biomolecular MAS solid state NMR investigations can be

overcome, in principle, by employing phase and/or

amplitude modulated basic elements that are tailor made

taking into consideration the symmetry, the experimental

requirements and constraints such as available RF power,

MAS frequency and resonance offset range of the nuclei.

Such an approach was successfully adopted in our recent

work dealing with the generation of CNn
m symmetry-based

pulse schemes (Herbst et al. 2009). In continuation of these

studies, the numerical design of efficient RNn
m symmetry-

based pulse schemes, e.g., for 13C–13C double-quantum

dipolar recoupling and through-bond scalar coupling

mediated chemical shift correlation, has been examined at

high MAS frequencies in this work. The performance

characteristics of the sequences generated were assessed

via numerical simulations and experimental measurements.

The results from these investigations are reported here.

Numerical and experimental procedures

RNn
m symmetry-based pulse schemes for 13C–13C DQ

recoupling were implemented considering simultaneous

application of 1H decoupling during mixing. At long

mixing times, as commonly required for scalar coupling

mediated magnetisation transfers, it is well known that

insufficient mismatch between the 13C and 1H RF field

strengths can lead to substantial signal losses due to RF

field interferences. Hence, to eliminate RF field interfer-

ences completely, optimised TOBSY pulse schemes were

generated without simultaneous 1H decoupling. Broad-

band, phase-modulated 180� pulses of constant amplitude

with appropriate duration, as determined by the symmetry

and MAS frequency, were first generated considering a

simple spin 1/2 system. The global optimisation procedure

‘‘genetic algorithms’’ (GA) (Goldberg 1989; Forrest 1993;

Judson 1997; Haupt and Haupt 2004; Freeman and Wu

1987; Wu and Freeman 1989; Xu et al. 1992; Herbst et al.

2009) was employed in generating the 180� pulses so as to

obtain the propagator, exp(ipIx), over a range of resonance

offsets. The GA program package GAlib (Wall 1996), as

employed in our recent study (Herbst et al. 2009), was

used. Typically, a population size of 500 and 500 genera-

tions were used in the GA calculations. The pulses were

implemented, unless mentioned otherwise, as a sandwich

of a small number of pulses of equal duration, typically in

the range of 0.5–2.0 ls. RF field strengths employed were

either in the range of 40–50 kHz or 100–120 kHz

depending on whether the pulses have to be used for

implementing symmetry-based schemes with or without

simultaneous 1H decoupling. 180� pulses were constructed

such that the phase modulation profile is symmetric with

respect to the center of the pulse. These GA derived 180�
pulses were used as the starting R element in implementing

different RNn
m symmetry-based pulse schemes. The phase-

modulation profile of the R element was further numeri-

cally optimised (see below) via the nonlinear least-squares

optimisation procedure NL2SOL implemented in the

SPINEVOLUTION program (Veshtort and Griffin 2006)

so as to achieve, with the RF field strength available, the

best possible performance of the symmetry-based scheme

over the resonance offset range of the 13C nuclei. The local

optimisation run was repeated several times varying all the

independent RF phase-values randomly over a range of

±10% and, if needed, without restricting the phase-mod-

ulation profile of the R element to be symmetric with
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respect to the center of the pulse. These calculations were

carried out employing a variety of computer systems,

including a unix cluster with 64 processors, neglecting RF

field inhomogeneities and considering initially only a

limited number of 32 crystallite orientations selected

according to the Zaremba-Cheng-Wolfsberg (ZCW)

method (Cheng et al. 1973). Starting with the solution thus

obtained a final stage of optimisation was generally carried

out considering a slightly larger number, typically 84, of

crystallite orientations. A Zeeman field strength corre-

sponding to a 1H resonance frequency of 500 MHz and

representative spinning speeds were employed in this

study. Typical chemical shift, scalar and dipolar coupling

parameters of alanine aliphatic carbons were used in the

numerical design.

As representative examples, symmetries such as R1816
-8,

R1816
1 , R1814

-7, R1814
2 , R1614

1 , R1614
-7, R1412

-6, R1412
1 , R2018

1 and

R2018
-9 (Kristiansen et al. 2002) were examined at a spin-

ning speed of 25 kHz for achieving c-encoded 13C–13C DQ

recoupling. The R3228
3 symmetry (Riedel et al. 2007) was

employed for generating scalar coupling mediated 13C–13C

chemical shift correlation (TOBSY) at spinning speeds of

33.333 and 25 kHz. Symmetry-based schemes with and

without simultaneous application of 1H decoupling were

generated, respectively, with a two spin 13C1–13C2 and a

four spin 1H1–13C1–13C2–1H2 system and with a resonance

offset range of ±10 kHz and ±15 kHz. Since the initial rate

of transfer of magnetisation from one spin to another is a

measure of the efficacy of the mixing sequence, with a

faster transfer representing an efficient dipolar or scalar

coupling mediated magnetisation transfer, optimised RF

pulse schemes were generated in this study by monitoring

the magnitude of longitudinal magnetisation transferred to

the second carbon spin as a function of the mixing time,

starting with z magnetisation on the first carbon spin at zero

mixing time. It is seen via numerical simulations that with

DQ recoupling sequences such as the R142
6 (Carravetta et al.

2001), in a simple system of two directly coupled 13C

nuclei, the magnitude of the longitudinal magnetisation

transferred to the second 13C spin (I1z ? -I2z) typically

reaches its maximum at *1 ms. Hence, broadband DQ

recoupling sequences were developed by maximising the

magnitude of the longitudinal magnetisation transferred to

the second 13C spin at *1 ms over the resonance offset

range of the two nuclei. For TOBSY without simultaneous
1H decoupling during mixing, the phase-modulation profile

of the R element employed in the R3228
3 symmetry scheme

was optimised so as to achieve complete magnetisation

transfer from one carbon to another, (I1z ? I2z), at

smix = (1/2Jcc), over the resonance offset range of the two

nuclei. The optimisation calculation was carried out in

several stages with the 13C–1H dipolar coupling strength

(set to 20 kHz, corresponding to a 13C–1H distance of

*1.14 Å) raised gradually in several steps: 0, 2, 5, 10, 15

and 20 kHz, as in our earlier study. At every stage, to arrive

at the best possible phase-modulation profile, the local

optimisation run was repeated several times varying all the

independent RF phase-values randomly over a range of

±10%. The phase-modulation profile obtained at the end of

every stage was used as the starting input for the subsequent

stage of optimisation.

All simulations to assess the performance characteristics

of the pulse sequences were carried out with the SPIN-

EVOLUTION program (Veshtort and Griffin 2006) con-

sidering 168 a and b powder angles selected according to

the REPULSION scheme (Bak and Nielsen 1997) and 16 c
angles. Chemical shift correlation experiments via longi-

tudinal magnetisation exchange were carried out via stan-

dard procedures using a polycrystalline sample of

(13C,15N) labelled samples of histidine on a 500 MHz

wide-bore Bruker Avance III solid state NMR spectrometer

equipped with a 2.5 mm triple resonance probe with the

cooling air kept at a temperature of *-50�C. High power
1H SPINAL64 (Fung et al. 2000; De Paepe et al. 2003)

decoupling (cH1 *120 kHz) was applied during mixing, if

needed, and during acquisition.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows, as representative examples, the phase-

modulation profiles and the performance characteristics of

some of the GA derived 180� pulses generated considering

different inversion bandwidths. Plots in Fig. 1a–h corre-

spond to 180� pulses of 35 ls duration generated as a

sandwich of 20 pulses of equal duration with an RF field

strength of 50 kHz. Plots in Fig. 1i–p correspond to 180�
pulses of 25 ls duration generated as a sandwich of 20

pulses of equal duration with an RF field strength of

120 kHz. Typically, it was possible to generate these pul-

ses in a very short time (\15 min). The phase modulated

pulses are scalable, as in the case of conventional pulses,

and the performance characteristics of the pulses were

found to be not affected significantly by minor variations in

the RF field strength. The simulated plots clearly demon-

strate the potential of the GA approach for generating

phase-modulated, broadband 180� pulses simply as a

sandwich of a small number of short pulses of equal

duration with each slice characterised by an RF phase

value. Considering that these pulses were only being used

as the starting point of the numerical optimisation proce-

dure, no attempts were made to generate RF pulses with

better performance characteristics, e.g., by optimising the

population size and the number of generations.

Starting with different GA derived broadband 180�
pulses, a large number of numerical optimisation runs were
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carried out for realising satisfactory performance of the

symmetry under consideration. In general it was possible to

generate, for each symmetry, a variety of optimised R

elements leading to the satisfactory performance of the

pulse sequence. Using a Mac Pro with four cores, typically,

generation of RNn
m symmetry-based schemes could be

achieved in a short time (\1 h and \3 h for optimisation

calculations carried out with and without 1H decoupling,

respectively). The simulated performance characteristics of

some of the numerically designed RNn
m symmetry-based

DQ recoupling schemes are shown in Fig. 2 along with the

phase-modulation profiles (a1)–(a4) of the basic R ele-

ments. The plots (b1)–(b4) show as a function of the

mixing time the magnitude of longitudinal magnetisation

transferred to the second carbon spin, starting with z

magnetisation on the first carbon spin at zero mixing time.

These plots were obtained using the chemical shift tensor

and dipolar coupling parameters of alanine and glycine,

with the 13C carrier kept either at the center of the two

resonances or at 110 ppm, as indicated. Although the

optimised basic elements were generated employing CSA,

scalar and dipolar coupling parameters corresponding to

that of the 13Ca and 13Cb nuclei of alanine, it is seen that

reasonably satisfactory performance can also be obtained

even in the situation where one of the carbons has a large

CSA, as in the case of the 13Ca ? 13C0 magnetisation

transfer in peptides and proteins. This would permit satis-

factory DQ recoupling in the entire 13C spectral range at
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Fig. 1 GA derived broadband 180� pulses. RF phase values for the

sandwich of 20 pulses of constant amplitude and equal duration

constituting the 35 ls broadband 180� pulses generated considering

an RF field strength of 50 kHz and inversion bandwidths of 40 kHz

(a), 50 kHz (b), 60 kHz (c) and 70 kHz (d). The plots (e)–(h) show

the corresponding performance characteristics of the different pulses,

starting with Iz and Iy magnetisation components. RF phase values for

the sandwich of 20 pulses of constant amplitude and equal duration

constituting the 25 ls broadband 180� pulses generated considering

an RF field strength of 120 kHz and inversion bandwidths of 80 kHz

(i), 100 kHz (j), 120 kHz (k) and 140 kHz (l). The plots (m)–(p)

show the corresponding inversion characteristics of the different

pulses, starting with Iz and Iy magnetisation components. The RF

phase values for the first 10 slices are given in the supplementary

material
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Fig. 2 Optimised R elements and the corresponding performance

characteristics of the DQ recoupling schemes R1816
-8 (a1)–(e1), R1816

1

(a2)–(e2), R1614
1 (a3)–(e3) and R1614

-7 (a4)–(e4) generated at a MAS

frequency of 25 kHz, employing, respectively, 13C RF field strengths

of 44, 49, 50 and 50 kHz. Plots (a1)–(a4) show, respectively, the

phase-modulation profiles of the numerically optimised R elements

obtained for the above mentioned symmetries. Plots (b1)–(b4) show

the corresponding simulated longitudinal magnetisation transfer

characteristics. These simulations, carried out at a Zeeman field

strength corresponding to a 1H resonance frequency of 500 MHz,

show the magnitude of the transferred magnetisation (normalised to

the maximum transferable signal) on the second carbon starting with z
magnetisation on carbon 1. The simulations for the Ca ? Cb and

Ca ? C0 transfers were carried out using typical chemical shift, scalar

and dipolar coupling parameters of alanine and glycine with the 13C

carrier kept either at the center of the two resonances (plot shown in

blue) or at 110 ppm (green and red). Plots (c1)–(c4) show, as a

function of the resonance offsets of the dipolar coupled nuclei, the

magnitude of the transferred magnetisation on Cb at a smix of

*1.2 ms, starting with z magnetisation on Ca at zero mixing time.

The plots (d1)–(d4) show the response following the application of

the different R elements, starting with Iz and Iy magnetisation

components. Starting with the Iz magnetisation component, the

observed Iz magnetisation component following the application of the

{R/R-/} pulse sandwich are given in (e1)–(e4) (blue line). Starting

with the Ix magnetisation component, the observed Ix and Iy

magnetisation components following the application of the

{R/R-/} pulse sandwich are also given in (e1)–(e4) (red and green
line, respectively). The phase shifted R elements R/ and R-/ were

generated by adding and substracting, respectively, the phase value /
with respect to the starting R element. These plots (d1)–(d4) and (e1)–

(e4) were generated as a function of the resonance offset considering

a single spin-1/2 system. The RF phase values for the 20 slices of the

R elements are given in the supplementary material
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moderate Zeeman field strengths. The plots (c1)–(c4) show,

as a function of the resonance offsets of the dipolar coupled

nuclei, the magnitude of the transferred magnetisation on

spin 2 at a smix of *1.2 ms, starting with z magnetisation

on the first carbon spin at zero mixing time. The perfor-

mance characteristics of the sequences are found to be not

very much dependent on the resonance offsets of the

dipolar coupled nuclei. These data reveal that it is possible

to implement efficient DQ recoupling schemes even at high

MAS frequencies using only a moderate 13C RF field

strength of 50 kHz or less. It is worth noting that efficient

RNn
m symmetry-based DQ recoupling schemes could not be

generated with R elements where the phase-modulation

profile was restricted to be symmetric with respect to the

center of the pulse. Hence, this restriction was lifted during

the local optimisation calculations. Overall, the perfor-

mance of the different RNn
m symmetry-based DQ recou-

pling schemes investigated in this study using optimised R

elements, at the spinning speed of 25 kHz, is found to be

better than that can be realised with R elements of the type

{(p/3)0(5p/3)p(p/3)0}, (p)0 and {(p/2)0(3p/2)p} considered

recently (Kristiansen et al. 2002) (data not shown). It is

worth mentioning that the simulated performance charac-

teristics of the numerically optimised R elements, Fig.

(d1)–(d4), clearly suggest that these R elements do not

necessarily belong to the class of pulses that rotate the

nuclear spins through 180� about the x-axis. However, the

{R/R-/} pulse sandwiches formed with these optimised R

elements correspond, as seen from the performance char-

acteristics (e1)–(e4), to the propagator URF = exp(-i4/Iz)

over the resonance offset range considered. This implies

that it is not necessary to restrict, as we have done, the

starting input to the local optimisation calculations to RF

pulses that rotate the nuclear spins through 180� about the

x-axis.

The TOBSY magnetisation transfer characteristics

observed with the R3228
3 symmetry-based scheme at spin-

ning speeds of 33.333 kHz (a1–d1, a2–d2, a5–d5) and

25 kHz (a3–d3, a4–d4) and without 1H decoupling during

mixing are shown in Fig. 3, along with the corresponding

optimised R elements (a1)–(a5). The 1D magnetisation

transfer plots (b1)–(b5) were obtained keeping the 13C RF

carrier at 110 ppm. In the case of 13Ca ? 13Cb transfer, the

calculations were carried out considering a four-spin
1H1–13C1–13C2–1H2 system and employing CSA, scalar

and dipolar coupling parameters corresponding to that of

the 13Ca and 13Cb nuclei of alanine. Similarly, in the case

of 13Ca ? 13C0 transfer, the calculations were carried out

employing a three-spin 1H1–13C1–13C2 system and using

CSA, scalar and dipolar coupling parameters correspond-

ing to that of 13Ca and 13C0 nuclei of glycine. 3D plots

(c1)–(c5) and (d1)–(d5) show the magnetisation transfer

characteristics as a function of the resonance offsets of the

two nuclei involved. Other details are given in the figure

caption. It is worth noting that although the optimised basic

elements were generated employing CSA, scalar and

dipolar coupling parameters corresponding to that of the
13Ca and 13Cb nuclei of alanine, it is seen that satisfactory

performance can be obtained even in the case of the
13Ca ? 13C0 magnetisation transfer. In situations where an

R element with a relatively short duration is required, it is

seen from the present study that it is possible to generate

efficient RNn
m symmetry-based schemes employing R ele-

ments constructed simply as a sandwich of a small number

of pulses of equal duration with each slice defined by a RF

phase value. However, if the present approach will be time

consuming or does not lead to a satisfactory solution, it is

also possible to generate efficient RNn
m symmetry-based

schemes using R elements where the phase-modulation

profile is defined in terms of a simple Fourier series (Herbst

et al. 2009). As an example, (b5)–(d5) show the perfor-

mance characteristics of the R3228
3 symmetry-based

scheme at the spinning speed of 33.333 kHz employing the

optimised R element (a5) generated via the Fourier

approach. As in the case of DQ recoupling, it is observed

via numerical simulations that the optimised TOBSY R

elements do not necessarily belong to the class of pulses

which rotate the nuclear spins through 180� about the

x-axis (data not shown). It is also observed (data not

shown) that the overall performance of the R3228
3 sym-

metry-based scheme with numerically optimised R element

is also better than that can be realised using tanh/tan adi-

abatic pulses as the R element (Riedel et al. 2007).

The performance characteristics of the symmetry-based

sequences reported here were assessed via experimental

measurements and some representative data are given

below. The 2D 13C–13C chemical shift correlation spec-

trum of a polycrystalline sample of histidine acquired with

the R1816
-8 symmetry is given in Fig. 4 along with some

representative spectral cross-sections taken from this and

other spectra acquired with RNn
m symmetries employing

optimised R elements reported here. As expected under DQ

mixing, the spectra and spectral cross-sections clearly show

the characteristic alternation of direct and relayed cross-

peak intensities. As reflected by the corresponding cross-

peak intensities, relayed magnetisation transfers are also

seen even at the short smix employed. Considering 13C DQ

recoupling RF field strength in the range of 40–50 kHz, we

also acquired 2D 13C–13C chemical shift correlation spec-

tra with different RNn
m symmetries reported in the literature

employing {(p/2)0(3p/2)p} and (p)0 as the R element. The

corresponding spectral cross-sections taken from these

spectra are also given. Overall, the DQ recoupling perfor-

mance observed with RNn
m symmetries employing numer-

ically optimised R elements is seen to be superior. The

TOBSY spectrum shown in Fig. 5a was obtained without
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1H decoupling during mixing, with the R3228
3 symmetry at

a spinning speed of 33.333 kHz using the optimised R

element given in Fig. 3a1. Representative spectral cross-

sections taken from this and other spectra acquired

employing different optimised R elements given in Fig. 3

are also presented to indicate spectral quality. Direct and
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Fig. 3 The phase modulation profiles of optimised R elements with

durations of 26.25 ls (a1, a2, a5) and 35 ls (a3, a4) and the

corresponding simulated longitudinal magnetisation transfer charac-

teristics, at a Zeeman field strength corresponding to a 1H frequency

of 500 MHz, observed with the R3228
3 symmetry-based RF pulse

scheme at spinning speeds of 33.333 kHz (a1–d1, a2–d2, a5–d5) and

25 kHz (a3–d3, a4–d4) without 1H decoupling during mixing. The

simulated plots in (b1)–(b5) show the magnitude of the transferred

magnetisation (normalised to the maximum transferable signal) on the

second carbon (13Cb/13C0) starting with z magnetisation on carbon 1

(13Ca). These plots were obtained keeping the 13C RF carrier at

110 ppm using RF field strengths of 114 kHz (b1, b2, b5), 120 kHz

(b3) and 100 kHz (b4). The 13Ca ? 13Cb simulations were carried

out with a four-spin 1H1–13C1–13C2–1H2 system (with all the atoms

in the same plane) employing CSA, scalar and dipolar coupling

parameters corresponding to that of the 13Ca and 13Cb nuclei of

alanine. The 13Ca ? 13C0 simulations were carried out with a three-

spin 1H1–13C1–13C2 system using CSA, scalar and dipolar coupling

parameters corresponding to that of 13Ca and 13C0 nuclei of glycine.

3D plots c1–c5 and d1–d5 show the magnitude of the 13Ca ? 13Cb

and 13Ca ? 13C0 transfers, as a function of the resonance offsets of

the two nuclei involved at mixing times of 14 ms (c1)–(c5) and

9.4 ms (d1)–(d5). A 13C–1H dipolar coupling strength of 20 kHz was

employed in these simulations and the C–H bonds were assumed to be

at angle of 109� with respect to the 13C–13C bond. The RF phase

values for the first 10 slices of the R elements (a1)–(a4) are given in

the supplementary material. The R element (a5) was generated via the

Fourier approach with the phase modulation profile expressed as a

cosine Fourier series: /(t) = Ran cos(nxt), where x = 2p/tp is the

modulation frequency with tp corresponding to the pulse duration.

This pulse was divided into 25 pulses of equal duration. The Fourier

coefficients and the corresponding phase values for the first 13 slices

are given in the supplementary material
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relayed cross-peaks of appreciable intensities could be

clearly seen in the spectra. Consistent with the results from

numerical simulations, it is seen that RNn
m symmetry-based

TOBSY and DQ recoupling schemes can be effectively

implemented for the study of isotopically labelled biolog-

ical systems at fast MAS frequencies.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates an

approach for exploiting the full potential of the symmetry-
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Fig. 4 2D 13C–13C chemical shift correlation spectrum of L-histidine

hydrochloride obtained via longitudinal magnetisation transfer at a

spinning speed of 25 kHz using R1816
-8 DQ dipolar recoupling

scheme. This spectrum was obtained employing a mixing time of

1.28 ms, the corresponding numerically optimised R element given in

Fig. 2a1 and with 13C RF field strength of 44 kHz. The spectrum was

generated with 32 transients per t1 increment, 64 t1 increments,

spectral width in the indirect dimension of 25,000 Hz and recycle

time of 2 s, keeping the RF carrier at 100 ppm. A few representative

cross-sections are also given to indicate spectral quality. The

corresponding spectral cross-sections taken from data collected under

similar experimental conditions using other symmetries are also given

for comparison. The data with R1614
-7 and R1816

1 symmetries were

collected employing the corresponding optimised R elements given in

Fig. 2 with mixing times of 1.12 ms and 1.28 ms and RF field

strengths of 50 and 49 kHz, respectively. The spectra with R1810
-5,

R308
-4 and R148

4 symmetries were collected employing the R
elements (p/2)0(3p/2)p, (p)0 and (p/2)0(3p/2)p with mixing times of

1.2, 1.28 and 1.28 ms and RF field strengths of 45, 47 and 44 kHz,

respectively. The Cb cross-sections are plotted with twice the vertical

scale intensity compared to the Ca and C0 cross-sections
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based procedure for implementing efficient RNn
m symmetry-

based pulse schemes that are commonly required in bio-

molecular MAS solid state NMR studies. It has been shown

that by optimising the phase-modulation profile of the R

element, that can be implemented, e.g., as a sandwich of a

small number of pulses of equal duration with only a

limited number of independent phase variables, it is pos-

sible to generate efficient pulse sequences taking into

account experimental requirements and constraints. The

approach outlined here will be useful in situations where it

is difficult to implement efficient RNn
m symmetry-based

pulse sequences employing conventional rectangular pulse

based R elements. Extension of the present approach for

designing pulse schemes for efficient magnetisation trans-

fer in heteronuclear spin systems, e.g., 13C–15N, with or

without simultaneous 1H decoupling during mixing is

conceivable and such studies are under way.
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